PREFACE	xvi!
Narmad, in the sixties, was the first to dream of the
former. He passionately sang of ' Glorious Gujarata'; so
sang Nanalal of' Blessed Gujarata*, and with similar passion
sang Khabardar in one of his best poems written from
his life-long exile in Madras. " Where lives a single
Gujaratl there is Gujarata for ever. Where GujaratI
is spoken, there is Gujarata for ever and for ever/'
" A society is an organism" says Fouille in his La Science
Sociale Contemporaire " because it has been thought and
willed; it is an organism born of an idea." The truth of this
proposition can be seen in the process by which the idea
expressed by Narmad has attracted to itself the volume of
sentiment which belonged to caste-consciousness. Con-
scious efforts are made to-day by Gujaratls wherever they
live to unite themselves under the determining influence of
this conception, And a new Gujarata is coming into exis-
tence.
Nationalism,  the  most  powerful sentiment  inspiring
Gujarata since 1930, has also been wonderfully blended with
Gujarata-consciousness.   Gujaratls in every part of India
have tried to participate in the national struggle, because,
as Gujaratls, they have thought it both a duty and an
honour to do so. In a country so vast as India nationalism
can   only flourish on the strength of such a  hierarchy )
of  group  sentiments, provided, of course, the minor is /
included in the major.
An equally great change has come over the family idea
which, with all its incidents, formed the basis of the Aryan
social life.   Joint family is going from Gujarata; at places
it has gone.   Not even Govardhanram's ful-
The Family Idea   sQme praige coul(J restore its vitaiity>   Qf the
many causes which wrought this change, the noteworthy
are the individual traits of the GujaratI and the influence of
women. The Gujaratls have been comparatively less sub-
servient to hardening custom and narrow prejudice. Family
life has rarely been so inflexible as in other parts of India.
Culture has never come to be monopolised by aristocrats,
intellectual, social, or military.
GujaratI women, again, have been comparatively free.
And with the increase of the influence of the new woman,

